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Dear Friends and Supporters,

We are thrilled at what we have accomplished in Just Enduring's first full year in
operation as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit and during a pandemic no less.

Just Enduring came to fruition after two sets of parents lost their beloved
children and teamed up with two healthcare professionals to provide much
needed support for parents during the worst time of their lives.

The past year has been full of challenges and pivots due to COVID-19. Like most
people, we have had to shift some of our plans for the year. And that's ok. Our
goal is to help grieving parents, whatever form that may take.

We are so humbled and honored by all of the inquiries we received this year by
individuals who needed our resources, as well as those who donated or asked to
be involved with Just Enduring as volunteers.

We especially want to thank each and every one of our volunteers and donors. If
you know any of them particularly mentioned on the next page, please give them
a hive five and a hug - they deserve it! Without the volunteers and donations, we
would not be able to provide the invaluable support that parents who lose a child
so desperately need.

We have certainly learned so much in our first year, and we plan to apply this
knowledge moving forward with our 2022 goals to make Just Enduring even more
impactful. Be on the lookout for some exciting things in 2022!

 Many Thanks!

           Just Enduring Board of Directors

From the Board

Nick McGeehon
Allison Remy
Ken Remy

Ben Gillham (President)
Martha McGeehon (Vice President)
Lara Gillham (Secretary)
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Sarah Kariniemi 

Mary Aubrey, NP 

Anna Haber
Betty Mertens
Colin Kohn
Elizabeth Kenski
Kyle Mertens
Mary Aubrey
Rebecca Kohn

Social Media Coordinator 

Content Writer 

A Parent Like You Volunteers

Volunteers

 Top Donors

Betty Mertens
Daryl Kariniemi
Diana Gilbert
Issac Shields
Kenski Family
Kohn Family
Pamela Kraus
Sarah Kariniemi
Whitney Voigt

Blog Writers
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Carolyn Brunner (Google Search)
Dan Rademeyer (2020 Treasurer)
John Seitz (Website Support)

Additional Shout-outs

Thanks for Your Support
You each deserve a million hugs!

"So very inspired by your
strength - thank you for creating
this organization to help others
and ease the pain of
unimaginable loss." - SH, 4/27/21

"I'm touched by the stories that
are shared on the site and wish
you all the courage and love in
your journeys and as you help
other families heal." - LC,
12/2/20

2 of Many Messages from Donors

ForEverly Foundation
Ken & Allison Remy
Trekkin for Brecken
Keough Chiropractic
The Eveland Foundation of Missouri
Nancy L., 
     In memory of Kurt Steven Hoener 
Kathryn R 
Ben J 



2 Drove Awareness

Launched "A Parent Like You"

Within Just Enduring's Mission, we have a keen focus on providing immediate resources to parents,
family and friends of child loss when they need it most. To meet that goal, having a website with
robust resources is a must. While we launched the site in late 2020, we enhanced it in 2021 to offer
a greater breadth of resources. 

We partnered with hospital staff to create a "Caregivers" section on our site that enables doctors,
nurses, clergy, mental health professionals, funeral home directors, etc. to offer resources to parents,
family and friends of child loss. This includes a printable pamphlet that explains what resources we
offer.

We also created a section on our website called "Child Loss Statistics", which provides data on child
loss, broken up into several different categories. This section will enable us to not only better
understand our audience, but allow others to understand the need for the resources we offer.  

We were so lucky to have had our local St. Louis Post-Dispatch newspaper write an article about
how Ben and Lara's loss of Jackson and Nick and Martha's loss of Everly led to the creation of Just
Enduring. The support we received from readers was truly touching.

Just Enduring welcomed Sarah Kariniemi to our team as our Social Media Coordinator. Sarah
dedicates her time as a volunteer to create and implement our social media content across several
platforms. She has been invaluable in our success in this endeavor. Since launching on Social Media,
Sarah has written nearly 400 posts on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest to connect with
bereaved parents, family, friends and caregivers.

Reaching our audience via social media has helped to bring more than 4,000 visitors to 
 justenduring.org. this year. The most popular pages under our Resources for Parents section were
the "Grief" and "A Parent Like You" pages, while the most popular pages under the Family & Friends
section were the "What to Say" and "What to Do" pages.

Further, we have utilized Google Ad Grants to appear more than 11,000 times in front of bereaved
parents when they search for child loss terms on Google.
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Expanded Resources on JustEnduring.org1

2021 Impact
In just our first full year and with only a volunteer staff, we:

A Parent Like You is our program to connect parents together who experience a
similar child loss. In preparation to launch this program, our team put together
training materials and trained our first round of parent volunteers to act as guides
to the newly bereaved. 

The "A Parent Like You" page is among the top visited on our website. We have
been receiving steady inquiries from bereaved parents all around North America
who want to be connected. We have interacted with more than 35 individuals
through this program to match them with bereaved parents with similar
experiences and losses.
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For additional details on our 2021 impact, see our Infographic.

http://justenduring.org/


61%

Connected with Parents,
Family &  Friends 

of Child Loss

Child Loss Stats Added to JustEnduring.org

Drove Awareness

Expanded Resources

Data as of 11/1/2021

Visitors to
JustEnduring.org

4,000+
Just Enduring Views on
Google After Someone

Searched a Child Loss Term

1 Resources for Parents

35+
Parents Reached Out
to A Parent Like You

Program

Top 3 Pages Visited

2 A Parent Like You

3 Grief

400+
Posts on

Boys are

of Child Loss

16-20

50%11-15
6-10

1-5

<1 Year

10
Every

Minutes in the U.S.
a Parent Loses a Child

Caregivers Section
Added to Website 

to Help Healthcare Workers,
Therapists, Funeral Homes,
Clergy, & Other Caregivers

Support Those Impacted by
Child Loss

Half of Child Deaths
Occur Before Age One

Including
Downloadable

Pamphlet

27% of Child Deaths are
Black/African American,
Disproportionate to U.S.

Population of 17%

2021 Impact 
Infographic
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11,000+

1 A Title I Didn't Earn

Most-Read Blogs

Not Just a Daughter, Also a Sister: 
Sharing Death with Siblings

3 The Choice
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2 Increasing "A Parent Like You" Submissions
We are pleased with the initial impact we have had in connecting
parents through our unique "A Parent Like You" program. In 2022, we
would like to triple our numbers to reach at least 100 parents.
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Hiring a Part-Time Employee1

Next year, Just Enduring plans to expand our reach by:

Increasing Visitors to JustEnduring.org
We are hoping to reach at least 500 visitors per month on our website,
which is a 35%  increase from 2021. We look to achieve this goal as a result
of increasing interactions with caregivers, as well as by enhancing our
digital media presence. 

2022 Goals
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To date, Just Enduring has been running on the volunteer work of it's
board members and other bereaved parents. To continue to make
our impact sustainable, we need a dedicated professional to
continue moving forward with our mission. 

As a result, we would like to hire an employee who can dedicate time
to expand Just Enduring's outreach to hospitals, funeral homes,
therapists, and other caregivers. 

This outreach will extend our resources to more parents and families
who have lost a child and increase awareness of Just Enduring where
it is needed the most.



Just Enduring, Inc.
Living & Loving After Child Loss

www.justenduring.org
314-391-4119

support@justenduring.org

For support or questions, please do
not hesitate to contact us.

Mission Statement
Provide grief support to families, caregivers, and professionals who endure
the tragic death of a child. 

Just Enduring focuses on achieving this mission by:

1

2
3
4

Providing immediate resources, such as information about funeral arrangements,
grief support, and more;

Facilitating peer support by connecting bereaved families who share similar losses; 

Providing educational materials for health care and other related professionals to
learn to recognize the needs of bereaved parents and their families; and

Providing group support through events and retreats. 
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